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Immunoparesis in MGUS – Relationship of uninvolved immunoglobulin 
pair suppression and polyclonal immunoglobuline levels to MGUS risk 
categories
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Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) is an asymptomatic, potentially malignant condition. It 
has been established that annually approximately 1-2% of MGUS cases transforms into one of the malignant forms of mono-
clonal gammopathies. Progression risk factors include the quantity and type of M-protein, and namely the ratio of free light 
immunoglobulin chains (FLC). These factors, enable purposeful stratification of MGUS individuals. Some authors consider 
suppression of polyclonal immunoglobulin levels to be another progression factor. The aim of the study was to compare 
polyclonal immunoglobulin (PIg) levels with uninvolved heavy/light chain pair (HLC) levels in order to verify the degree 
of immunoparesis depending on MGUS risk category (0-3). The analyzed set consisted of 159 serum samples from MGUS 
patients (102 IgG, 57 IgA), who were stratified into 4 risk groups (0 – low, 1 – low-intermediate, 2 – high-intermediate and 
3 – high risk of transformation). The results of analysis showed that with increasing degree of MGUS increases risk of immune 
paresis defined by decreasing levels of polyclonal immunoglobulins, ie. IgA and IgM in the case of IgG MGUS, respectively, 
IgG and IgM in case of IgA MGUS. Significant differences were also found when analyzing the levels of uninvolved HLC 
pairs IgG kappa (resp. IgG lambda) in IgG lambda (IgG kappa) dominant secretion. In the case of MGUS with IgA isotype, 
the results were similar. Discovery of the connection between the degree of immunosuppression and the level of MGUS risk 
contributes to our understanding of the relationship between biology, development and potential malignant transformation 
of MGUS. It is apparent that uninvolved HLC pair assay enables more reliable identification of at-risk MGUS patients than 
a simple quantitative assay for polyclonal immunoglobulins alone.
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Monoclonal gammopathy (MG) is a heterogeneous group 
of diseases characterized by the presence of monoclonal im-
munoglobulin (MIg) molecules or their fragments (mostly 
light, but sporadically heavy chains), detectable in the se-
rum and/or urine. Electrophoresis, commonly used for the 
characterization of serum M-protein, counts among basic 
examination methods. It enables quantitative assay and 
immunofixation electrophoresis, a qualitative method for 
determining the type of M-protein [1]. Free light chain (FLC) 
serum level assay is currently widely available. It employs 

nephelometry or turbidimetry along with highly specific 
detection antibodies against the inner epitopes of free light 
chains kappa (κ) and lambda (λ). The examination yields exact 
quantification of the chains and their mutual κ/λ ratio – that 
is, a light chain clonality index which indicates also clonal-
ity of the present plasmocyte population [2, 3]. The newest 
addition to the spectrum of monoclonal protein assays is 
the HevyLiteTM system, based on the application of a couple 
of specific antibodies against junctional epitopes between 
the domains of heavy and light chain within the constant 
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part of the immunoglobulin chains [4, 5]. Depending on the 
type of the kit used, the method permits HLC level assay of 
various immunoglobulin isotypes (IgG, IgA, IgM) and yields 
quantitative results even in cases where electrophoretic quan-
titative assay of M-protein is not possible. Calculation of the 
HLC index – Igκ/Igλ clonality index is possible, in a manner 
analogous to the free light chain serum level assay.

Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance 
(MGUS) denotes an asymptomatic, potentially malignant con-
dition characterized by benign clonal proliferation of plasma 
cells secreting MIg detectable in serum and/or urine, in the 
absence of lymphoproliferative malignancies [1, 6]. MGUS 
accounts for about 60% of all monoclonal gammopathies, 
and 1-2% of MGUS cases annually transforms into one of the 
malignant MGs [7]. A number of studies targeted identifica-
tion of risk factors determining the risk level and probability 
of MGUS transformation into one of the malignant MG 
forms. The MIg concentration and isotype were identified as 
significant among serological methods. The presence of Bence-
Jones protein in the urine and the suppression of polyclonal 
immunoglobulins is considered another significant predictor 
by some of the authors [8 – 11]. The free light chain serum level 
assay along with the κ/λ clonality index calculation enabled 
more precise identification of individuals with higher risk of 
transformation into malignant MG forms. A combination of 
the κ/λ clonality index with the M-protein quantity and isotype 
was used in the generally accepted Mayo clinic stratification 
system, which divides the patients into 4 prognostically spe-
cific groups with recommendations for optimal monitoring 
(Table 1) [12 – 14]. 

The objective of this study was an assessment of the degree 
of immunoparesis, defined by polyclonal immunoglobulin 

level suppression and the degree of suppression of the unin-
volved immunoglobulin heavy-light pair, for individual stages 
of MGUS risk stratification in the IgG and IgA MGUS sets. 
Turbidimetry system SPA Plus (The Binding Site) was used 
for the laboratory analyses. 

Patients and methods

Patients. Frozen serum samples from serum banks of 
University Hospitals in Olomouc, Brno Bohunice and Hradec 
Kralove, with known isotype and M-component quantity, deter-
mined by standard analytic methods, were used for the analysis. 
The analyzed set comprised 102 individuals with IgG MGUS 
(secretion ratio: kappa 52% (n = 53)/ lambda 48% (n = 49)). 
According to Mayo clinic stratification system, 32% (n = 33) of 
the individuals met the low risk criteria, 46% (n = 47) low-inter-
mediate risk criteria, and 22% (n = 22) high-intermediate risk 
criteria. The analyzed set of the IgA isotype MGUS comprised 
57 individuals (secretion ratio: kappa 51% (n = 29)/ lambda 
49% (n = 28), where 44% (n = 25) were in the low-intermediate, 
37% (n = 21) in the high-intermediate, and 19% (n = 11) in the 
high risk group for malignant transformation. 

Methods. Free light chain serum level assays were carried 
out using the FreeLite SPA Plus kappa free kit (normal range 
(NR): 33 – 19,4 mg/l) and FreeLite SPA Plus lambda free kit 
(NR: 5,71 – 26,3 mg/l) with subsequent clonality index calcula-
tion. Polyclonal immunoglobulin levels were determined with 
the Human IgG kit (NR: 7 – 16 g/l), Human IgA kit (0,7 – 4 
g/l) and Human IgM kit for the SPA Plus (0,4 – 2,3 g/l). HLC 
levels were determined using the HevyLite Human IgG kappa 
(NR: 3,84 – 12,07 g/l), IgG lambda (NR: 1,91 – 6,74 g/l), IgA 
kappa (NR: 0,57 – 2,08 g/l) and IgA lambda (NR: 0,44 – 2,04 
g/l) kits for the SPA Plus. The ratio of the immunoglobulin 
isotype pairs was calculated. The assays were performed with 
a SPA Plus turbidimeter (The Binding Site) at the Department 
of Clinical Biochemistry, University Hospital Olomouc, in 
order to avoid potential inter-laboratory errors. Some of the 
samples had to be manually pre-diluted, because of extreme 
concentrations outside the turbidimeter range. Statistical 
analysis was performed by the Mann-Whitney U test with 
Bonferroni adjustment. 

Results

Comparison of the degree of suppression of polyclonal 
immunoglobulin levels in the individual risk groups of the 

Table 1. Risk stratification system for monoclonal gammopathy of unde-
termined significance according to Mayo clinic.[18].

Risk factors:
1. M-protein in serum < 15 g/l
2. IgG isotype
3. Normal κ/λ ratio of serum free light chains 
Stratification model:
Low risk – normal values of all 3 factors
Low-intermediate risk – abnormity of 1 factor
High-intermediate risk – abnormity of 2 factors
High risk – abnormity of all 3 factors

Table 2. Suppression of polyclonal immunoglobulin and uninvolved isotype HLC pair levels in each risk group of IgG monoclonal gammopathy of 
undetermined significance.

MGUS Risk: Suppression of polyclonal IgA Suppression of polyclonal IgM  Suppression of uninvolved IgG HLC pair
Low (n = 33) 6% (2/33) 9% (3/33) 39% (13/33)
Low-intermediate (n = 47) 25% (12/47) 10% (5/47) 45% (21/47)
High-intermediate (n = 22) 45% (10/22) 41% (9/22) 100% (22/22)
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IgG MGUS set revealed significantly higher immunoglobulin 
IgA levels in patients with low or low-intermediate risk com-
pared to the high-intermediate risk group (p = 0,0001 and 
p = 0,047, respectively) (Fig. 1, Table 2). The groups did not 
differ significantly in the levels of immunoglobulin IgM, but 
the trend of levels decreasing with the degree of MGUS risk 
was preserved, too. Comparison of uninvolved isotype pairs 
between individual risk groups in individuals with dominant 
IgGκ secretion showed significantly higher levels of the un-
involved IgGλ pair in the low and low-intermediate groups 

than in the high-intermediate risk group (p = 0,003 and p = 
0,006, respectively) (Fig. 2). In case of dominant IgGλ secre-
tion, significantly higher IgGκ levels were found in individuals 
from the low and low-intermediate risk groups than from 
the high-intermediate risk group (p = 0,0006 and p = 0,009, 
respectively) (Fig. 3).

Analysis of the MGUS group with IgA isotype revealed 
significantly higher immunoglobulin IgG levels in the groups 
with low-intermediate and high-intermediate risk than in 
the high risk group (p = 0,0003 and p = 0,03, respectively) 

Figure 1. The comparison of polyclonal IgA and IgM immunoglobulin 
levels between risk categories in IgG MGUS.

Figure 2. The comparison of uninvolved IgG lambda levels determined by 
HevyLiteTM between risk categories in IgG kappa MGUS.

Figure 3. The comparison of uninvolved IgG kappa levels determined by 
HevyLiteTM between risk categories in IgG lambda MGUS.

Figure 4. The comparison of polyclonal IgG and IgM immunoglobulin 
levels between risk categories in IgA MGUS.

Table 3. Suppression of polyclonal immunoglobulin and uninvolved isotype HLC pair levels in each risk group of IgA monoclonal gammopathy of 
undetermined significance.

MGUS Risk: Suppression of polyclonal IgG Suppression of polyclonal IgM Suppression of uninvolved IgA HLC pair
Low-intermediate (n = 25) 28% (7/25) 12% (3/25) 16% (4/25)
High-intermediate (n = 21) 43% (9/21) 33% (7/21) 47% (10/21)
High (n = 11) 82% (9/11) 82% (9/11) 91% (10/11)
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(Fig.4, Table 3). IgM levels were likewise significantly higher 
in the groups with low-intermediate and high-intermediate 
risk than in the high-risk group (p = 0,0002 and p = 0,024, 
respectively).

Comparison of the uninvolved isotype pairs in individuals 
with dominant IgAκ secretion has shown significantly higher 
levels of the uninvolved IgAλ pair in the low-intermediate and 
high-intermediate groups than in the high-intermediate risk 
group (p = 0,01 and p = 0,009, respectively) (Fig. 5). In case 
of dominant IgAλ secretion, significantly higher IgAκ levels 
were found in the low-intermediate risk individuals than in 
the high risk group (p = 0,005) (Fig. 6).

Discussion

Discovery of transformation risk factors with the prospect 
of identification and early intervention for MGUS patients 
with high risk of malignant monoclonal gammopathy de-
velopment is the scientific objective of many research teams. 
Very promising are modern flow cytometry methods with 
aberrant phenotype identification, molecular – cytogenetic 
methods or gene expression analyse. Still, the main indica-
tors are the commonly available risk factor indicators such as 
M-protein type and its quantity. Some publications mention 
also the presence of Bence-Jones protein in the urine, high 
lactate dehydrogenase activity and, the FLC serum level assay 
[12, 15 – 17]. An extensive analysis of 1148 MGUS individu-
als related to transformation risk factors was published by 
Rajkumar [12]. In addition to more broadly accepted pa-
rameters – quantity and isotype of the M-protein (IgA, IgM, 
biclonal IgA+IgM) – the analysis of absolute FLC serum levels 
revealed that patients with elevated FLCs are at far higher risk 
of transformation into one of the malignant MG forms than 
patients with low FLC levels. Moreover, multivariate analysis 
has shown that the values of κ/λ index are more convincing, 
as the individuals with abnormal value of this index presented 
higher transformation risk than individuals whose κ/λ index 

was within physiological limits. This indicator was independ-
ent on other evaluated parameters. By combining the κ/λ index 
value, M-protein quantity and M-protein isotype as selection 
criteria, the authors have created a stratification system capable 
of quite reliable identification of individuals with higher risk of 
transformation. The stratification system was widely accepted 
and incorporated into the International Myeloma Working 
Group (IMWG) recommendations for MGUS [13]. The pres-
ence of suppressed polyclonal immunoglobulin levels is often 
mentioned as another MGUS progression risk factor. It used 
to be one of the “minor” criteria of the Multiple Myeloma Di-
agnostic System of the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG). 
It has been established that a developed multiple myeloma is 
associated with suppressed polyclonal immunoglobulin levels 
of the uninvolved classes [18]. Similarly, Bence-Jones or non-
secretory myeloma form is associated with suppression of all 
polyclonal immunoglobulin classes. Our study focused on 
a concomitant quantitative evaluation of PIg suppression and 
uninvolved HLC pair level suppression between MGUS risk 
categories, as it appears that publications analyzing relationship 
of these parameters are lacking. 

Immunoparesis, occuring frequently in developed multiple 
myeloma, is associated with a decrease in functional B-cells 
and later also T-cells. The polyclonal immunoglobulin level 
assay, which reveals production rate of the “non-neoplastic” 
plasmocytes, is the best identification method for immun-
oparesis. Some authors consider polyclonal immunoglobulin 
suppression one of the risk factors of MGUS transformation 
into MM [8, 9]. We have confirmed the relation of this im-
munoparesis to the MGUS risk levels in our analysis set. 
Individuals with high transformation risk have not only 
polyclonal immunoglobulin levels frequently below the physi-
ological limit, but the difference is also significant in absolute 
levels. This phenomenon is associated with an inhibition of 
normal immunocompetent cells as a result of prominent 
expansion of the neoplastic clone. It can be expected that 
representation of the neoplastic clone increases within the 

Figure 6. The comparison of uninvolved IgA kappa levels determined by 
HevyLiteTM between risk categories in IgA lambda MGUS.

Figure 5. The comparison of uninvolved IgA lambda levels determined by 
HevyLiteTM between risk categories in IgA kappa MGUS.
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individual risk categories (0-3), along with inhibition of the 
alternative normal B-cell clone and the level of the reduction 
of the uninvolved HLC pair it produces. Evaluation of residual 
production of the “non-neoplastic” immunoglobulin, which 
is of the same type as the M-protein produced by neoplastic 
plasmocytes, was not possible on principle, because a neph-
elometric or turbidimetric assay registers of the total sum of 
polyclonal and monoclonal immunoglobulins. To-date, an 
uninvolved immunoglobulin assay has been available, that is 
a quantitative assay of light κ and λ immunoglobulin chain 
with subsequent calculation of the κ/λ index, where low lev-
els of the uninvolved chain to a certain degree indicated the 
state of residual “non-neoplastic” secretion. The uninvolved 
HLC pair assay allows to evaluate the residual secretion of the 
“non-neoplastic” plasmocyte population producing an immu-
noglobulin with heavy chain identical to the M-protein type, 
but with a different light chain. Our study confirmed the close 
relationship of the degree of immunoparesis defined by poly-
clonal immunoglobulin levels and the degree of uninvolved 
HLC pair level suppression to the risk of MGUS transforma-
tion. The results of both types of the assay are comparable. 
In the case of the IgG type, the differences in the level of the 
alternative pair are more pronounced, which is in concord-
ance with the conclusions of Katzmann et al., who described 
in a study aimed at MGUS individuals significant suppression 
of the alternative HLC pair in the IgG class more pronounced 
than in other classes. The main contribution of this study is, 
however, the definitive demonstration of prognostic impor-
tance of the alternative HLC pair suppression. Adding this 
parameter to Mayo clinic stratification system allows for a bet-
ter stratification of MGUS individuals, and particularly for 
easier identification and monitoring of patients with high risk 
of transformation into MM [19]. Presented work confirmed 
our introductory hypothesis about increasing, measurable 
suppression of PIg levels, but particularly about suppression 
of uninvolved HLC levels, in relation to risk of MGUS trans-
formation. The presented observation is in agreement with 
the widely accepted hypothesis about the transformation of 
MGUS into MM. The results of our analysis have documented 
an increasing degree of immunoparesis with increasing risk of 
transformation, and also provided a biological substantiation 
of the accepted “sub-classification” of MGUS.

Conclusion

The established association of the degree of immunosup-
pression with the level of MGUS risk, and particularly the 
obvious contribution of the uninvolved HLC pair assay, add 
another aspect to the understanding of the biology, devel-
opment and potential malignant transformation of MGUS 
with the advantage of another measurable parameter. HLC 
assay, the uninvolved HLC pair assay in particular, enables 
improved identification of individuals with higher risk of 
transformation into a malignant type of monoclonal gam-
mopathy. 
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